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Abstract

In this note, we show that a proposed secure broadcasting scheme is insecure. We also present a modified scheme to overcome this
weakness. The modified scheme has the extra advantage that each participant can derive his group keys from group identities without the
need of knowing other information.q 1999 Elsevier Science BV. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, Sun and Shieh [1] proposed a secure broadcast-
ing scheme (SS scheme in short) based on the assumption
that users or hosts in a large network are partitioned and
organized as a hierarchical tree where children of the
common parent form a group. In this note, we show that
SS scheme is insecure because those groups with the
common parent have the same group key. We also present
a modified scheme to overcome this weakness. The modi-
fied scheme has the extra advantage that each principal can
derive his group keys from group identities without the need
of knowing other information.

Basically, SS scheme contains two parts: a key manage-
ment mechanism in a hierarchical tree of principals which is
responsible for key generation and group key derivation,
and a secure broadcasting protocol which is responsible
for encryption by the sending principal and decryption by
the legal receiving principals. In SS scheme, users or hosts
in a large network are partitioned and organized as a hier-
archical tree where children of the same parent form a
group. A group may contain one or many principals.
Every principal in a network system is regarded as a
group and is represented by a leaf in a tree. Groups (chil-
dren) sharing some characteristics form a sup-group (parent
group), represented by a subtree. That is, the union of
groups in a subtree forms their parent group. The root of

the tree represents the universal group which is the group of
all principals in the network system. Owing to the charac-
teristics of the tree structure, SS scheme uses a key manage-
ment mechanism to generate the corresponding group key
for each group. Every principal in a group can recover the
group key by using his secret-key, but principals outside this
group cannot. SS scheme also uses a secure broadcasting
protocol for encryption and decryption. The sending princi-
pal encrypts a message into a ciphertext by using the public-
keys of the receiving groups and then broadcasts this cipher-
text to the principals in these groups. Each principal in a
legal group can derive his group key and then decrypt the
ciphertext into the message, while illegal principals cannot.
As the insecurity of SS scheme comes from the weakness of
the key management mechanism, for simplicity, we
describe only the key management mechanism here.

1.1. Key generation algorithm:

A center authority (CA) first selects two large prime
numbers,p andq, satisfying the RSA assumption and then
computesN � p·q. CA travels the nodes in the tree of
hierarchical principal groups from the root to leaves, and
from left to right.

1. If the node isGu which is the root of the tree, then CA
assigns a random numberku (modN) as the group key of
Gu and selects a pair of (Tu, Su) such thatTu·Su� 1 (mod
f (N)), whereTu is public andSu is secret.

2. If the nodeGi is not the root or a leaf, we assume thatGj

is the parent of nodeGi and the group key ofGj is kj. CA
computeski � �kj�sj �modN� as the group key of Gi and
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selects a pair of (Ti, Si) such thatTi·Si � 1 (mod f(N)),
whereTi is public andSi is secret.

3. If the nodeGi is a leaf (the group contains only one
principal) of the tree, we assume that nodeGj is the
parent of nodeGi and the group key ofGj is kj. CA
computeski � �kj�sj �modN� as the group key ofGi (the
secret key of the principal).

1.2. Key derivation algorithm:

Assumeus is a principal in the groupGi, who wants to get
the group keyki of Gi. We assume that the principal corre-
sponds to the groupGs, i.e.,Gs � { us}, and Gf is the parent
of Gs.

1. If Gs � Gi, then the group keyki of Gi is equal toks (the
secret key of the principal).

2. If Gs ± Gi, thenGs , Gf # Gi. Us who owns the group
key ks can compute the group keykf of Gf by kf �
�ks�Tf �modN�: Upon the group keykf of Gf is determined,
the group keykr of Gr can be computed bykr �
�kf �Tr �modN� where nodeGr is the parent of nodeGf.
The same processes are repeated until the group keyki

is derived.

2. Weakness of SS scheme

In [1], they considered only the security problem whether
a principal outside the groupGi can derive the group keyki

of Gi. They ignored the possibility that a principal inside a
groupGi but outside a groupGj, whereGj , Gi, can derive
the group keykj of Gj. We point out the details in the
following.

In the key management mechanism of SS scheme, if node
Gi is a child of Gj and the group key ofGj is kj, CA will
assignki � �kj�sj �modN� as the group key ofGi. If nodeGh is
another child ofGj, CA will assignkh � �kj�sj �modN� as the
group key of Gh. It is unfortunate that ki � kh �
�kj�sj �modN�:

Therefore, all groups with the common parent own the
same group key. This leads SS scheme to be insecure
because any principals in an illegal group can correctly
decrypt the ciphertext into the message provided that the
illegal group has the common parent with any legal groups.

3. A modified key management mechanism

We revise the key management mechanism of SS scheme
as follows:

3.1. Key generation algorithm:

(10) If the node isGu which is the root of the tree, then CA
assigns a random numberku (modN) as the group key of
nodeGu.
(20) If the nodeGi is not the root, we assume that nodeGj

is the parent of nodeGi and the group key of nodeGj is kj.
CA computes a valueSi satisfyingF(IDi)·Si � 1 (mod
f (N)), where IDi is the group identity ofGi andF(k) is the
function of the maximum prime number which is less
than or equal tok. CA computeski � �kj�si �modN� as
the group key of nodeGi. After ki is computed,Si shall
be discarded. If a nodeGi is a single principal, the group
key ki is the secret key of the principal.

3.2. Key derivation algorithm:

Step 2 in the previous key derivation algorithm is modi-
fied as follows:

(20) If Gs ± Gi, Gs , Gf # Gi, principalus computes the
group keykf of nodeGf by kf � �ks�F�IDs��modN�: Once
the group keykf of nodeGf is determined, the group keykr

of node Gr can be also computed bykr �
�kf �F�IDf ��modN� where nodeGr is the parent of node
Gf. The same processes are repeated until the group key
ki is derived

.
The modified scheme can overcome the weakness of the

previous key management mechanism. In addition, the
modified scheme has the extra advantage that each principal
can derive his group keys from group identities without the
need of knowing other information.
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